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1. To offer a moral argument for the existence of God, we must (1) establish the existence of
_____________________   ____________________ reality and (2) show that a __________________
and ____________________ God is the best _________________________ for the existence and
knowledge of objective moral reality. (p.331 | k.3556)

2. What are two red herrings that commonly arise when discussing the moral argument? (p.331 | k.3558)

3. The moral argument for God addresses the __________________  ____________________ of goodness. 
(p.331 | k.3560)

4. The moral argument has nothing to do with how people typically use or define moral ________________;
instead it addresses the _______________________ of moral claims. (p.332 | k.3562)

5. What is ethical relativism? (p.332 | k.3568)

6. What does cultural relativism teach? (pp.332-333 | k.3570)
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7. What does individual relativism teach? (p.333| k.3573)

8. Even if cultures _______________________ radically on their most basic and central moral judgments,
this does not lead to the conclusion that these judgments are all equally ___________________ and
no moral judgment is better than any other. (p.335 | k.3598)

9. What truth does Romans 2:14-15 convey regarding morality? (p.336| k.3607)

10. What is the “reformer’s dilemma”. (p.337 | k.3621)

11. If relativism is true, why is the idea moral progress impossible to apply? (p.338 | k.3630)
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12. How does cultural relativism lead to individual relativism? (p.339 | k.3648)

13. Give two examples of moral statements by the relativist that contradict relativism. (p.340 | k.3653)

14. What kind of “visceral counterexamples” illustrate how relativism cannot be true? (p.340 | k.3656)

15. What is meant by the argument from damnation? (p.341 | k.3664)
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16. At the core of nihilism is its denial of objective ______________ of any kind: _______________,
_____________________, ________________________, and so on. Nihilism asserts moral
___________________________. (p.342 | k.3681)

17. Stirner's pronouncements illustrate one truth: relativism is powerless to hold back ___________. 
(p. 344 | k.3700)

18. Write out the basic argument from goodness to a deity: (p.345 | k.3710)

1.

2.

3.

19. What argument shows that pantheism fails? (p.347 | k.3736)

1. 

2. 

3.

20. On the atheistic view, morality thus reduces to _________________ and ________________ factors sim-
ply because this is all that exists. There is no ____________________ sphere for moral realities that
transcend the merely physical and cultural. (p.349 | k.3749)
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21. What is descriptivism? (p.352 | k.3793)

22. What is personalism? (p.353 | k.3798)

23. According to the first premise of Leff's simplified argument, either God exists, or _____________ is true.
(p.355 | k.3824)

24. Briefly describe the Euthyphro problem. (pp.355-356 | k.3828)

25. Objective moral ___________________, according to the Bible, are not created in the sense that the con-
tingent universe was created out of ____________________. Objective moral values have their source
in the ____________________ character, nature and substance of a loving, just and self-sufficient
__________. (p.356 | k.3835)
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26. What is "atheistic moral realism"? (p.357 | k.3844)

27. If ___________ does not exist, it is impossible to hold a high moral view of _______________ beings. If
humans do not bear the divine ________________, their _____________ can only be determined on
the basis of their differing abilities and empirical qualities. (p.360 | k.3881)

28. True or False: The existence of necessary moral truths would defeat the moral argument for God. 
(p.361 | k.3890)

YOUR OWN WORDS

29. What role do you think conscience plays in giving the moral argument  an "immediate existential bite"?
(p.363 | k.3906)

30. How would you attempt to show a moral relativist the inconsistency of his position?

31. Do you find the moral argument personally persuasive? Why or why not?


